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Thanks to their high phenolic content, virgin olive oils are recognized as a very important component of Mediterranean diet. It is well known that only part of the phenolic compounds of olive fruits are extracted in the oils during the production process. Lignans are a class of phenolic compounds typical of Olea europaea L.; nevertheless they were discovered in extra virgin olive oils only ten years after the first evidence on oleuropein derivatives (Brenes et al., 2000). Regarding their presence in the fruit, few data are available to date. Their detection in the olive is not so easy, mainly due to the consistently lower content with respect to the secoiridoids and the consequent need to use more sensitive detectors, e.g fluorimeter, for their evaluation (Servili et al., 2007). 
Lignans belong to the class of phytoestrogens, they showed an in vitro anticancer activity (Fini et al., 2008), but it has not yet been clarified how they are transferred from the fruit into the olive oil, and how their content varies during the storage or the chemical/physical treatment applied to the oils (Oliveras Lopez et al., 2008).
According to the results of an our recent work (Cecchi et al, 2015), we use whole lyophilized olive fruits as source for lignan and we propose an easy HPLC/DAD/MS method for their detection. The findings from olives of Tuscan cultivars, harvested over ripening, allow to assess that: i) the proposed method is enough sensitive for the lignans detection; ii) their amount in olive fruits is cultivar dependent; iii) their content decreases over time. 
Overall, this study allowed to develop a suitable method for the lignan detection in olive fruits and, for the first time, shows that their content is cultivar dependent and ripening dependent .
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